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score


96

PASS
Zokyo’s Security Team has concluded 
that this smart contract passes 
security qualifications to be listed on 
digital asset exchanges.
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Spool Smart Contract Audit

This document outlines the overall security of the Spool smart contracts, evaluated by Zokyo's 
Blockchain Security team.

Technical Summary

The scope of this audit was to analyze and document the Spool smart contract codebase for 
quality, security, and correctness.

There were critical and high issues found during the audit.

Contract Status

low Risk

Testable Code

The testable code is 98%, which is above the industry standard of 95%.

It should be noted that this audit is not an endorsement of the reliability or effectiveness of 
the contract, rather limited to an assessment of the logic and implementation. In order to 
ensure a security of the contract we at Zokyo recommend that the Spool put in place a bug 
bounty program to encourage further and active analysis of the smart contract.

100%75%50%25%0%

your average

INDUSTRY STANDARD
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Spool Smart Contract Audit

Within the scope of this audit Zokyo auditors have reviewed the following contract(s):
 BaseStorage.sol  MasterChefMainnetStrategy.sol

 ConvexBoosterContractHelper.sol  VaultBase.sol

 Constants.sol  MasterChefStrategyBase.sol

 ConvexSharedStrategy.sol  VaultImmutable.sol

 SpoolOwnable.sol  MasterChefStrategy.sol

 CurveStrategy3CoinsBase.sol  VaultIndexActions.sol

 SwapHelper.sol  MasterChefUsdcStrategy.sol

 CurveStrategyBase.sol  VaultNonUpgradableProxy.sol

 SwapHelperMainnet.sol  YearnStrategy.sol

 Curve3poolStrategy.sol  VaultRestricted.sol

 SpoolBase.sol  BaseStrategy.sol

 HarvestStrategy.sol

 FeeHandler.sol

 Controller.sol

 SpoolOwner.sol

 SpoolDoHardWork.sol  ClaimFullSingleRewardStrategy.sol

 IdleStrategy.sol

 RiskProviderRegistry.sol
 Spool.sol

 FastWithdraw.sol

 Vault.so
 CompoundContractHelper.sol

 SpoolExternal.sol  MultipleRewardStrategy.sol
 SpoolReallocation.sol  NoRewardStrategy.sol
 SpoolStrategy.sol  ProcessStrategy.sol
 AaveStrategy.sol  RewardStrategy.sol
 BarnBridgeMultiRewardStrategy.sol  ReentrancyGuard.sol
 CompoundStrategy.sol  RewardDrip.sol

The  Spool smart contract’s source code was taken from the repository provided by SpoolFi 
DAO: https://github.com/SpoolFi/spool-core

Audited commit: 7d612cda874611fbe6482c464f980b98aeb01903

Second review (post-audit): d38ebb52503c0e84d369def3c929f50b1da1d0b7

Third review (post-audit): aa2dee22ffc17524aa4de3c747b0a168f85e47d6
Fourth review (post-audit): f1ae96f17693a95ecc9d03255f67fef25d524e6d
Fifth review (post-audit): d6ec9e3db47edfea73d706ec461fb59a7b97e0a8

Last commit (post-audit): a63d6c713373f20c87bcb8bf25afe83674317f75

Auditing Strategy and Techniques Applied

. . .
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Spool Smart Contract Audit

Zokyo’s Security Team has followed best practices and industry-standard techniques to verify 
the implementation of Spool smart contracts. To do so, the code is reviewed line-by-line by 
our smart contract developers, documenting any issues as they are discovered. Part of this 
work includes writing a unit test suite. In summary, our strategies consist largely of manual 
collaboration between multiple team members at each stage of the review:

1
Due diligence in assessing the overall 
code quality of the codebase.

2
Cross-comparison with other, similar 
smart contracts by industry leaders.

3
Testing contract logic against common 
and uncommon attack vectors.

4
Thorough, manual review of the 
codebase, line-by-line.

Throughout the review process, care was taken to ensure that the contract:

Implements and adheres to existing standards appropriately and effectively;
Documentation and code comments match logic and behavior;
Follows best practices in efficient use of resources, without unnecessary waste;
Uses methods safe from reentrance attacks;
Is not affected by the latest vulnerabilities;
Whether the code meets best practices in code readability, etc.

. . .
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There overall codebase includes several sets of contracts with various purposes: support 
contracts, vault with base contracts, several defi strategies, swap adapters, support libraries. 
Thus, every set of contracts was carefully reviewed with several security testing strategies 
applied. Thus, there were critical, high and medium issues found during the audit. Most of 
found issues related to the incorrect usage of the storage, which led to the data losses or 
blocks for funds withdrawals.  Also, there were several issues with access rights and code 
style. After recommendations by Zokyo auditors, all issues that influenced security and 
efficiency were fixed by SpoolFi DAO.   

Also, within the scope of the audit several defi-related exploratory checks were performed. 
Manual audit has shown that strategies are isolated from each other, so if any of them is 
hacked, the funds of other strategies will not be affected. After the manual audit we are 
convinced that changes in any of the strategies do not affect the others. Transactions are sent 
by an “doHardWorker”, the main methods have limitations, and writing to the storage occurs 
before making external calls that occur to contracts set by the administrator or during 
deployment.



Contracts set was review for the third time after the set of improvements provided after two 
independant audits. One more justified and re-evaluated medium risk issue was added and 
set as resolved. All other code changes were evaluated as safe improvements for the code 
quality and best practices following. Performed updates are harmless for the system business 
logic.



Also, another review was provided after the implementation of the additional helper contracts 
for the Compound strategy. New contract (CompoundContractHelper.sol) was added to 
mitigate the issue when reward tokens are claimed directly from the Compound protocol. 
Such behavior could left unaccounted tokens and decrease the rewards rate. Nevertheless, 
Spool team has mitigated the issue, the code was reviewed and approved by the Zokyo 
security team.

EXECUTIVE Summary

. . .
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The issue has minimal impact on the 
contract’s ability to operate.

Low

The issue has no impact on the contract’s 
ability to operate.

Informational

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to compile or operate in a significant way.

High

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to operate in a way that doesn’t significantly 
hinder its behavior.

Medium

The issue affects the contract in such a way 
that funds may be lost, allocated incorrectly, 
or otherwise result in a significant loss.

Critical

For ease of navigation, sections are arranged from most critical to least critical. Issues are 
tagged “Resolved” or “Unresolved” depending on whether they have been fixed or addressed. 
Furthermore, the severity of each issue is written as assessed by the risk of exploitation or 
other unexpected or otherwise unsafe behavior:

Structure and Organization of Document

. . .
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informational

Unnecessary use of SafeMath.



Using safeMath in Solidity version 0.8.11 is not necessary and only increases gas spendings 
since Solidity of this version has a built-in check for under/overflow.

Recommendation:
Replace functions from SafeMath with arithmetic operators.

informational

Emit events.



Functions transferVaultOwner(), lowerVaultFee(), updateName(). Setters should emit events to 
log changes to storage variables.

Recommendation:
Add events to setter functions.
Answer from client.
Some events on vaults and spool were not added/removed to decrease contracts size. We'll 
listen to external contract calls.

Common findings.

VaultBase.sol

Complete Analysis

. . .
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. . .

critical

Loop may not reach the required array element.



Line 178. Loop will never reach the last element with value greater than 0, since the condition 
to leave the loop is ‘i < lastDepositIndex’.

For example, ‘lastDepositIndex’ is equal to 0, and ‘depositProportionsArray’ is greater than and 
should be processed in the loop, however, it won’t happen.

Recommendation:
In order to iterate through all required array elements, use a condition ‘i <= lastDepositIndex’ 
instead.

informational

Validate that the new reward token is unique.



Function addToken(). New reward token should be validated, that it is not already in reward 
tokens.

Recommendation:
Validate that the new reward token is unique.

Answer from client.
Updated RewardDrip.sol::LN:157: config.lastUpdateTime == 0, if lastUpdate time is more than 
0 the token was already added.

VaultRestricted.sol

RewardDrip.sol
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. . .

critical

Anyone can call a function.



Line 568. Function notifyStrategyRemoved() is used to remove strategies from the vault, 
however there are no restrictions on who is allowed to call this function. This way ,anyone can 
remove all the strategies from the vault.

Recommendation:
Add a restriction on who is able to call function.

High

Users are unable to withdraw large deposits.



In case user has deposited a big deposit(starting with 50 tokens approximately), redeemUser() 
function fails with overflow error, which prevents the user from withdrawing funds.

Recommendation:
Verify, that it is possible to withdraw all deposits.

Vault.sol.
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. . .

informational

Unnecessary modifier.



Line 634. Validating that strategies' length is greater than 0 is unnecessary, since any 
deployed vault is validated in vaultRegistry. Validation that strategies'

length is greater than 0 is performed in Controller.sol(line 207).

Recommendation:
Remove modifier.

Answer from client.
If all strategies in the vault get exploited, the vault is left with 0 strategies.

informational

ToDo in code and commented code.



ToDos: line 107, 122, 125, 211, 228, 233, 299, 489.

Commented code: line 178-184.

Pre-production contracts should not contain ToDos in code.

Recommendation:
Implement or remove ToDos.
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. . .

informational

ToDo in code and commented code.



ToDos: line 118, 309, 322, 415, 422-423, 449.

Pre-production contracts should not contain ToDos in code.

Recommendation:
Implement or remove ToDos.

SpoolDoHardWork.sol

informational

ToDo in code.



ToDos: line 175.

Pre-production contracts should not contain ToDos in code.

Recommendation:
Implement or remove ToDos.

Answer from client.
Issue will be resolved in the next few days.

informational

ToDo in code and commented code.



ToDos: line 61, 125-130, 148.

Pre-production contracts should not contain ToDos in code.

Recommendation:
Implement or remove ToDos.

SpoolReallocation.sol
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. . .

informational

ToDo in code.



ToDos: line 64, 97-102.

Pre-production contracts should not contain ToDos in code.

Recommendation:
Implement or remove ToDos.

SpoolExternal.sol

medium

Function can’t be called.



Function runDisableStrategy(). Function can be called by controller only, however there is not 
implementation for calling this function in Controller.sol

Recommendation:
Add an implementation of call function spool.runDisableStrategy() from controller.

SpoolStrategy.sol

informational

Emit events.



Functions setEcosystemCollector(), setTreasuryCollector(), setTreasuryFee(), 
setEcosystemFee(), setRiskProviderFee(). Setters should emit events to log changes to storage 
variables.

Recommendation:
Add events to setter functions.

FeeHandler.sol
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. . .

critical

New shares overwrite previously recorded shares.



line 186, 189, function _saveUserShares().

Shares and proportionateDeposit should be added to balances, instead of just being assigned. 
Since a user is able to perform transfer shares without withdrawing them, it is possible that a 
user calls vault.withdrawFast() several times without withdrawing funds(passing boolean 
variable executeWithdraw as false). This way previously recorded shares will be overwritten 
with new shares and the user might lose part of his funds.

Recommendation:
Add variables ‘proportionateDeposit’ to ‘vaultWithdraw.proportionateDeposit’ and 
‘sharesWithdrawn[i]’ to ‘vaultWithdraw.userStrategyShares[vaultStrategies[i]]’ instead of just 
assigning them.

fastWithdraw.sol

critical

Delegatecall to non-verified address.



line 149, function withdraw(). Addresses from array ‘strategies’ are not verified, thus user is 
able to pass any address here. Spool is making a delegate call to this address 
(SpoolStrategy.sol, line 305). This might potentially cause funds loss.

Recommendation:
Verify any address that a user can pass to functions, and contracts are making calls to.

Answer from client.
There is no way the call happens if the strategy is not valid. Only the vault can set the user-
strategy shares. If user-vault shares are 0, the call is skipped. This is nice to have require to 
revert if calldata is wrong, but it cannot affect the system. Also, if total withdrawn is 0, the 
code reverts.

Post-audit.
After clarification from the client’s side, auditors came to conclusion, that validating that 
strategy share is greater than zero before calling strategy is enough.
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. . .

critical

Wrong variable passed.



Line 725. Instead of a local variable ‘_strategies’, a storage variable ‘strategies’ is passed in 
Hash.sameStrategies(), which means that ‘require’ won’t revert.

Recommendation:
Pass the local variable ‘_strategies’ instead.

Controller.sol

MEDIUM

Unexpected behaviour after re-adding of the deleted token



The function forceRemoveRewards() calls for a struct that contains a mapping. Since the 
mapping inside the structure cannot be deleted by such a move, reward token re-adding may 
cause unexpected effect.

Recommendation:
Every mapping item must be deleted (set to zero). Or the token should be blacklisted.

Post-audit:
Reward token is blacklisted after the deletion.

RewardDrip.sol

informational

Emit events.



Functions setEmergencyWithdrawer(), setEmergencyRecipient(). Setters should emit events to 
log changes to storage variables.

Recommendation:
Add events to setter functions.
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. . .

medium

Incorrect variable passed in function.



Line 125-126. In the ‘if’ statement ‘depositSlippageSlots’ variable is checked, however in line 
126, function which validates reallocation slippages is called.

Recommendation:
Verify which variable should be validated in the ‘if’ statement, and what type of slippages 
should be validated then.

BaseStrategy.sol

informational

Validate strategy underlying.



Line 35 in constructor. CToken’s underlying and strategy underlying should be verified in 
order to be equal.

Recommendation:
Validate that CToken’s underlying is equal to strategy underlying.

CompoundStrategy.sol

High

Interface does not correspond to contract.



Line 26, function withdrawAllAndUnwrap(). In the interface, it is declared that function returns 
bool, however the actual contract in mainnet doesn’t return anything, thus the call to the 
contract in ConvexBoosterContractHelper(line 84) always reverts.

Recommendation:
Fix the interface. Function withdrawAllAndUnwrap() should not return anything.

IBaseRewardPool.sol
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. . .

PassAccess Management Hierarchy PassPass

PassArithmetic Over/Under Flows PassPass
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(backdoors in the 
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PassPassPassHidden Malicious Code

PassPassPassExternal Contract Referencing

PassPassPassUnchecked CALL Return Values
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PassPassPassSignatures Replay
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. . .
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Contract: Controller

✓ should deploy the Controller properly
✓ Should fail deploying the controller with Risk Provider address 0 (39ms)
✓ Should fail deploying the controller with Spool address 0
✓ Should fail deploying the controller with Vault Factory address 0

✓ should fail to create a vault with duplicate strategies
✓ should fail to create a vault with no strategies
✓ should fail to create a vault with too many strategies
✓ should fail to create a vault with unsupported strategy
✓ should fail to create a vault with improper setup
✓ should fail to create a vault with unsupported currency
✓ should fail to create a vault with improper allocations
✓ should fail to create a vault with invalid owner fee
✓ should fail to create a vault with invalid risk provider
✓ should fail to create a vault with incorrect risk tolerance (44ms)
✓ should add another strategy (86ms)
✓ should add another strategy using calldata (81ms)
✓ should fail to create a vault with incorrect currency for strategy (73ms)

✓ Should fail hashing strategies for wrong strategy list

✓ should prevent addition of an existing strategy
✓ should allow removal of the first strategy from the system (171ms)
✓ should allow removal of the 4th strategy from the system (168ms)
✓ should prevent removal of an inexistent strategy

✓ Should fail doing transfer to spool from non-vault address

As part of our work assisting Spool in verifying the correctness of their contract code, our 
team was responsible for check of the existing set of tests and writing own integration tests 
using Truffle testing framework up to the full coverage. 

Tests were based on the functionality of the code, as well as review of the Spool contract 
requirements for details about issuance amounts and how the system handles these.

Tests written by Spool and Zokyo Secured teams

Code Coverage and Test Results for all files

. . .
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✓ Should fail trying to update emergency recipient address from non-owner account
✓ Should fail trying to update emergency withdrawer address from non-owner account
✓ Should correctly update emergency recipient address
✓ Should correctly update emergency withdrawer address

Contract: Vault Fast Withdraw
✓ Should fail deploying the FastWithdraw contract with 0 addresses

✓ should fast withdraw user 0 (4698ms)
✓ should redeem user 1 shares still left in vault (76ms)
✓ should fast withdraw user 1 without executing withdraw (351ms)
✓ user 1 should have fast withdraw strategy shares
✓ should fail to call gatekeeped functions
✓ should fail to withdraw with incorrect arguments (39ms)
✓ should execute fast withdraw for user 1 (4064ms)
✓ user 1 should not be able to fast withdraw if no fast withdraw shares
✓ should initialize reallocation for vault (131ms)
✓ user 2 should not be able to normal fast withdraw when reallocation is in progress
✓ should fast withdraw user 2 (4704ms)
✓ should execute doHardWork after reallocation (1672ms)

Contract: Fee Handler unit tests

✓ Pay fees, should have correct balances (183ms)
✓ Pay and collect fees, should collect correct amounts (233ms)
✓ Collect fees when there are none, should not collect anything (86ms)
✓ Pay fees when all fees are 0%, should not pay anything (119ms)

✓ Should revert if initialized with Controller as 0 address
✓ Should revert if initialized with Risk Provider Registry as 0 address
✓ Should revert if initialized with Ecosystem Fee Collector as 0 address
✓ Should revert if initialized with Treasury Fee Collecter as 0 address
✓ Should revert if non-vault tries to pay fees
✓ Should revert if non-risk provider registry tries to pay fees
✓ Should revert if non-owner tries to set ecosystem fees
✓ Should revert if non-owner tries to set treasury fees
✓ Should revert if non-owner tries to set ecosystem collector
✓ Should revert if non-owner tries to set treasury collector
✓ Should revert if trying to set ecosystem fee collector to 0
✓ Should revert if trying to set treasury fee collector to 0
✓ Should revert if trying to set ecosystem fees to more than 20%
✓ Should revert if trying to set treasury fees to more than 10%
✓ Should revert if trying to set risk provider fees to more than 5%

. . .
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Contract: Vault Reallocation

✓ should initialize reallocation for vault (732ms)
✓ should revert withdrawing while reallocating
✓ should execute doHardWork after reallocation (2420ms)
✓ should claim vault shares after dhw (839ms)

✓ should initialize reallocation for both vaults (same amounts in opposite direction) (1200ms)
✓ doHardWork, vaults should exchange shares, without getting hit by the fee (1948ms)
✓ strategies should have same amount of shares after reallocation
✓ should claim vault0 shares after dhw (351ms)
✓ should claim vault1 shares after dhw (335ms)

Contract: Remove Strategy

✓ remove strategy, should revert when user had no rights
✓ should remove and withdraw strategy from the system (530ms)
✓ Should remove strategy from the vault (317ms)
✓ Should deposit to vault (294ms)
✓ should remove and withdraw strategy from the system again (478ms)
✓ Should remove last strategy from the vault (99ms)

Contract: RewardDrip

✓ Should add one token (155ms)
✓ Should add two tokens (385ms)

✓ Deposit one user, should claim rewards proportionally (130ms)
✓ Deposit two users, should claim rewards proportionally (242ms)
✓ Deposit two users, two rewards, should claim rewards proportionally (588ms)

✓ Deposit before reward start, should claim rewards proportionally (421ms)

✓ Should be able to remove token after finish, while user can still claim the token reward (322ms)
Contract: RiskProviderRegistry

✓ Should fail deploying the Risk Provider with address 0
✓ Should fail deploying the Risk Provider with address 0

✓ Should try to add the same provider again and fail
✓ Should try to remove an inexistent provider
✓ Should remove an existing provider (62ms)

. . .
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✓ Should set risks using strategies for provider set (56ms)
✓ Should try to set risks from non-provider account and fail
✓ Should try to set risks with invalid risk scores
✓ Should try to set risks with invalid array sizes and fail

Contract: Spool

✓ Should fail attempting to renounce ownership on spool owner contract
✓ Should fail deploying the Spool with Spool address 0
✓ Should fail deploying the vault factory with Controller address 0

✓ Should get underlying with no shares
✓ Should get strategy underlying
✓ Should get strategy underlying
✓ Should get vault total underlying at index 0
✓ Should get completed global index
✓ Should get active global index if batch is not completed
✓ Should get vault strat shares
✓ Should not be in mid reallocation

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: AAVE

✓ Should fail deploying Aave with stkAave address 0
✓ Should fail deploying Aave with Lending Pool Addresses Provider address 0
✓ Should fail deploying Aave with Aave Incentives Controller address 0

✓ Should deploy (77ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (983ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (3867ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (1991ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should deposit in strategy (3547ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (3406ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (2490ms)

✓ Should deploy (66ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (1071ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (4132ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (2156ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should deposit in strategy (3750ms)

. . .
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✓ Fast withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (3602ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (2672ms)

✓ Should deploy (61ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (1022ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (4145ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (2627ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should deposit in strategy (2854ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (3988ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (2549ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: BarnBridge multi reward

✓ Should fail deploying Barn Bridge Multi Reward Strategy with smart yeild address 0
✓ Should fail deploying Barn Bridge Multi Reward Strategy with smart pool address 0

✓ Should deploy (43ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (2638ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (5632ms)
✓ Process withraw, should withdraw from strategy (5017ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (3698ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (4989ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (3974ms)

✓ Should deploy (570ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (2761ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (5875ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (5654ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (3913ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (5361ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4882ms)

✓ Should deploy (53ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (3099ms)

. . .
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✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (5592ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (4872ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (3836ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (5043ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4712ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Compound

✓ Should fail deploying Compound Strategy with cToken address 0
✓ Should fail deploying Compound Strategy with comptroller address 0

✓ Should deploy (137ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (1138ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (3397ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (2792ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (2373ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (3818ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (2078ms)

✓ Should deploy (157ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (1765ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (3301ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (2184ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (2490ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (4510ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (2111ms)

✓ Should deploy (154ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (1350ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (4043ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (2742ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (2333ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (3711ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (2053ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Convex 3pool
✓ Should fail deploying Convex 3 Pool Strategy with underlying address 0

. . .
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✓ Should deploy (104ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (2826ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (8214ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (5446ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (5264ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (6332ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4540ms)

✓ Should deploy (95ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (3022ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (8069ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (5520ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (5271ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (7668ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4649ms)

✓ Should deploy (662ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (3034ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (5996ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (5383ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (3317ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (5194ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4635ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Curve Liquidity Gauge 3pool
✓ Should fail deploying Curve Liquidity Gauge 3pool with pool address 0 (62ms)

✓ Should deploy (90ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (2825ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (6703ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (5279ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (4746ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (5674ms)

. . .
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✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (3809ms)

✓ Should deploy (589ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (2583ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (7385ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (5252ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (5030ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (5606ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4482ms)

✓ Should deploy (111ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (3199ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (6542ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (5230ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (4505ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (5901ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4575ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Harvest
✓ Should fail deploying Harvest with token address 0

✓ Should deploy

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (3382ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (6671ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (4819ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (3508ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (4198ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4304ms)

✓ Should deploy

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (2722ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (5963ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (4389ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (3137ms)

. . .
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✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (3327ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4663ms)

✓ Should deploy

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (2757ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (5717ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (4811ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (3320ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (4242ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (4271ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Idle
✓ Should fail deploying Idle Strategy with underlying address 0

✓ Should deploy (47ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (3461ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (8807ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (7819ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (6884ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (8657ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (5457ms)

✓ Should deploy (51ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (3079ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (7477ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (7824ms)
✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (6581ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (7640ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (5830ms)

✓ Should deploy (54ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (4107ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should redeposit rewards (8055ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (7614ms)

. . .
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✓ Claim rewards, should claim and swap rewards for the underlying currency (6781ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (8643ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (5573ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: AAVE

✓ Should fail deploying MasterChef with Masterchef address 0
Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Yearn

✓ Should fail deploying Yearn with vault address 0

✓ Claim rewards, should throw as Yearn Vault has no rewards (54ms)

✓ Should deploy

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (590ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should deposit the second time and get the same number of shares (1143ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (982ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (840ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (1447ms)

✓ Should deploy (45ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (718ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should deposit the second time and get the same number of shares (1944ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (1227ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (1028ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (1660ms)

✓ Should deploy (42ms)

✓ Process deposit, should deposit in strategy (648ms)
✓ Process deposit twice, should deposit the second time and get the same number of shares (1792ms)
✓ Process withdraw, should withdraw from strategy (1113ms)
✓ Fast withdraw, remove shares (946ms)
✓ Emergency withdraw, should withdraw all funds and send it to the recipient (1021ms)

Contract: Vault

✓ Should fail deploying the Vault with address 0

. . .
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✓ should be created properly by the Controller (1435ms)

✓ should properly mint shares for a deposit (493ms)
✓ should allow for second deposit (471ms)
✓ should properly mint shares for two deposits from the same user (455ms)
✓ should execute doHardWork after deposit (2733ms)
✓ should claim vault and user shares after deposit and dhw (485ms)
✓ should execute withdrawal action (440ms)
✓ should execute doHardWork (3443ms)
✓ should redeem vault and user shares after withdrawal and dhw (609ms)
✓ should claim vault and user shares (246ms)

Contract: VaultUpdate

✓ Should fail trying to transfer the vault owner
✓ should fail trying to lower the vault fee with too high fee
✓ should fail trying to lower the vault fee from non-vault owner account
✓ should fail trying to update the vault name
✓ Should transfer the vault owner
✓ should lower the vault fee (39ms)
✓ should update the vault name (50ms)

✓ Should Execute withdraw (727ms)
✓ Should perform DHW again and then withdraw (3956ms)

. . .

FastWithdraw.sol 97.67 94.44 100

RiskProviderRegistry.sol 100 100 100

SpoolOwner.sol 100 100 100

BaseStorage.sol 100 100 100

Controller.sol 100 100 100

FeeHandler.solFeeHandler.sol 100 100 100

Spool.sol 100 100 100

Vault.sol 99.24 89.47 100

Constants.sol 100 100 100

FILE % STMTS % BRANCH % FUNCS
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. . .

ConvexSharedStrategy.sol 97.14 87.5 100

CurveStrategy3CoinsBase.sol 100 50 100

HarvestStrategy.sol 100 100 100

MasterChefStrategy.sol 100 100 0

MasterChefMainnetStrategy.sol 100 100 100

ConvexBoosterContract
Helper.sol 100 90 100

Curve3poolStrategy.sol 92.68 70 90

CurveStrategyBase.sol 100 70 100

IdleStrategy.sol 100 100 100

MasterChefUsdcStrategy.sol 100 100 100

MasterChefStrategyBase.sol 97.44 72.22 100

SwapHelperMainnet.sol 100 100 100

SpoolDoHardWork.sol 99.15 90.91 100

SpoolReallocation.sol 95.74 87.5 100

BaseStrategy.sol 98.88 90.48 100

MultipleRewardStrategy.sol 100 100 100

ProcessStrategy.sol 100 100 100

AaveStrategy.sol 100 100 100

CompoundStrategy.sol 100 75 100

SpoolOwnable.sol 100 100 100

SpoolBase.sol 100 87.5 100

SpoolExternal.sol 98.37 95 100

SpoolStrategy.sol 98.15 87.5 100

NoRewardStrategy.sol 100 100 100

RewardStrategy.sol 85.19 70 100

BarnBridgeMultiReward
Strategy.sol 87.27 75 100

ClaimFullSingleReward
Strategy.sol 87.5 80 100
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. . .

All files 98.15 99.4991.5

RewardDrip.sol 100 100 100

VaultImmutable.sol 100 100 100

VaultNonUpgradableProxy.sol 100 100 100

YearnStrategy.sol 100 100 100

VaultBase.sol 100 100 100

VaultIndexActions.sol 96.46 90.91 100

VaultRestricted.sol 100 94.44 100

The Auditors team has verified the implementation of all the strategies that were submitted 
together with sufficient unit test coverage and provided additional exploratory testing of main 
scenarios using mainnet fork in order to cover extra cases: exploration against flash-loans, 
integration tests, cash flows checks, etc.
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Contract: Spool Protocol scenarios in the Mainnet fork

✓ DAI (104ms)
✓ USDC (74ms)
✓ USDT (68ms)
✓ WETH (323ms)

✓ Spool owner (40ms)
✓ Simulate the pre-order of contract addresses
✓ Risk Registry (43ms)
✓ Controller (66ms)
✓ Fee Handler (48ms)
✓ Fast Withdraw (39ms)
✓ Spool (39ms)
✓ Vault Implementation

✓ Aave (106ms)
✓ Barn (60ms)
✓ Compound (48ms)
✓ Convex (141ms)
✓ Curve (85ms)
✓ Harvest
✓ Idle (63ms)
✓ Yearn (52ms)

✓ Set spool parameters (74ms)

✓ Add strategies to the registry (185ms)
✓ Add a risk provider to the registry
✓ Create a vault (136ms)
✓ Deposit (404ms)
✓ Do hard work (2583ms)
✓ Redemption (351ms)
✓ Check that tokens received (Aave) (1479ms)
✓ Check that tokens received (Compound) (330ms)
✓ Make borrows for rewards distribution (1518ms)

✓ Withdraw (264ms)
✓ Do hard work with reward claim (6561ms)

. . .
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✓ Should redeem and claim (627ms)

✓ Fast withdraw (5494ms)

✓ Start reallocation for vault (88ms)
✓ Do hard work, reallocation (5699ms)

✓ Add strategies to the registry (169ms)
✓ Add a risk provider to the registry
✓ Create a vault (124ms)
✓ Deposit (389ms)
✓ Do hard work (5093ms)
✓ Redemption (452ms)
✓ Check that tokens received (Aave) (950ms)
✓ Check that tokens received (Convex) (316ms)
✓ Check that tokens received (Yearn) (902ms)
✓ Make borrows for rewards distribution (1348ms)
✓ Withdraw (351ms)
✓ Do hard work with reward claim (8581ms)
✓ Should redeem and claim (1164ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: AAVE

✓ Deposit and withdraw with profits (5620ms)
✓ Deposit, claim rewards, reinvest, fast withdraw (9768ms)
✓ Deposit and emergency withdraw with profits (3199ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: BarnBridge multi reward

✓ Deposit and withdraw with profits (8187ms)
Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Compound

✓ Deposit and withdraw with profits (5326ms)
✓ Deposit, claim rewards, redeposit, fast withdraw (10289ms)
✓ Deposit and emergency withdraw with profits (3733ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Convex 3pool

✓ Should deposit and withdraw with profits (8876ms)
✓ Should deposit, claim rewards, redeposit and fast withdraw (14690ms)
✓ Should deposit and emergency withdraw with rewards (6353ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Curve Liquidity Gauge 3pool

✓ Should deposit and withdraw with profits (5935ms)

. . .
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✓ Should deposit, claim rewards, redeposit and fast withdraw (13155ms)
✓ Should deposit and emergency withdraw with profits (4984ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Harvest

✓ Should deposit and withdraw with profits (20498ms)
✓ Deposit, claim rewards, redeposit, fast withdraw (20725ms)
✓ Deposit and emergency withdraw with profits (18553ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Idle

✓ Should deposit and withdraw with profits (12076ms
✓ Should deposit, claim rewards, redeposit and fast withdraw (16353ms)
✓ Should deposit and emergency withdraw with profits (8578ms)

Contract: Strategies Unit Test: Yearn

✓ Should deposit and withdraw with profits (2600ms)
✓ Should deposit and fast withdraw with profits (2728ms)
✓ Should deposit and emergency withdraw with profits (1997ms)

. . .



We are grateful to have been given the opportunity to work 
with Spool.



The statements made in this document should not be 
interpreted as investment or legal advice, nor should its 
authors be held accountable for decisions made based on 
them.



Zokyo's Security Team recommends that Spool put in place a 
bug bounty program to encourage further analysis of the 
smart contract by third parties.


